Prepare
your
business
for a
growing
threat
According to government statistics in 2014-2015
*142 workers were killed at work in the UK. This is
a shocking statistic and acts as a stark reminder of
the responsibility that you carry as a business owner.
Perhaps even more shocking are the number of work
related deaths that are reported due to injuries or
illnesses caused by poor working practices, in 20142015 this was reported to be around 13,000.**
Not only do these startling facts have tragic
consequences for the victims and their families, but
also for the company directors responsible, they can
face prosecution and even jail sentences.
Not so shocking, but worrying nevertheless are the
numbers of working days lost to work related illness
and workplace injury; in 2014-2015 27.3 million
days were lost in the UK.*** The costs and impact of
this are hard to measure for an individual business.

Another worrying trend for business owners
is an increase in the number of claims relating
to noise, vibration and dust. In an increasingly
litigious society and with trends set by PPI claims,
individuals are seemingly more likely to claim
compensation.

What can you do to
combat this?
It is essential to ensure that you have a thorough
and robust health and safety policy in place, which
accurately reflects your business practices. Good risk
management advice can pay for itself many times
over in the protection it can offer against future
claims and potential loss of reputation for your
company.

* www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/

What
does your
brand
say about
you?

Talk to us about your health and safety concerns
and we can work with you to help you find the
right solution for your business, it might not be as
expensive as you think and could save you money,
time and stress in the long run.

“

Good risk management advice can
pay for itself many times over in the
protection it can offer against future
claims and potential loss of reputation
for your company.

** www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/overall/hssh1415.pdf

There aren’t many large, profitable companies
that don’t have an attractive and recognisable
brand image. So how do you ensure clients
and prospects recognise and respect your
company? Here are some hints and tips to help
you create and maintain your image.
•

Additionally you will have the peace of mind of
knowing that you are doing all you can to look after
your workforce and keep them safe.

Review and renew - When was the last
time you updated your company logo,
colour scheme or the fonts you use? As a
minimum, we recommend you do this
every four years.

• Keep it consistent - It’s vital that your
brand looks the same in all environments
including brochures, letterheads, signage,
advertisements and online.

*** www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/

• Monitor competitors - Do you look as
good as them?
• Manage your messages - All messages
should be on brand, implement a strong
social media policy to ensure you manage
this online as well as off.
• Employ the experts – Whether you are
designing a new logo, creating a website
or releasing a news story to the local
press, take advice and use the services of
marketing experts.
As an insurance broker we specialise in protecting
your business when things go wrong. We are also
here to be a trusted advisor in all areas of your
business and will use this publication to provide
hints and tips from time to time.

